(1) fx{z) = cf>(\cf>-Hz)) (z e 0). If cp is a solution of (2), then by applying / to the equation n times, we obtain:
Suppose X" = 1 for some 72. Then (3) would show that / (cp(w)) = cp(w).
Since cp (O) 4 0, this would imply that / (2) = 2 in some neighborhood of the origin, hence for all 2, since / is entire. From this it easily follows that / would be one to one and onto the whole plane, contradicting the assumption that / is nonlinear. Thus, equation (2) has no solutions when À is a root of unity. Let fi = cp(D). Then fi is a simply connected set, and by (2), / maps fi onto itself. Since f(z) = cpAXcp (z)) fot 2 e fi, /is also one to one on fi.
If R = 00, then c/> would be an entire, one to one function, and hence be linear. But (2) would then imply that / was also linear, contrary to assumption. Therefore, R < 00.
Suppose |z27 I = R, and that cp can be analytically continued to a neighborhood N of 722 Then (3) shows that / (cp(X~nw)) defines an analytic continuation of cp in the neighborhood X"N of Xnw.. Since the sets {A"Ai}00=.
cover the boundary of D, this contradicts the fact that cp must have a singularity on its circle of convergence. Thus, the proof is complete. We therefore obtain, lira sup |&J1/n = lim sup|fl1fcji|1/',<lim sup -f2" \cn(ei6)\ Un dO If |A| = \X'\ = 1, then f f\f x(z)) = f^ifjiz)). It follows that the set con- 
